The 21 st century society has to face global problems of unprecedented scope and scale that challenge traditional human approaches and solutions. The overexploitation of natural resources demands profound changes of mentality in the development of future artefacts, but the current economic paradigm still pushes towards innovations expected to be successful in a short-term perspective, whatever their impact is for future generations. Large parts of the scientific community are indeed struggling for a radical shift of goals and attitudes, as for instance the proposal of Engineering Grand Challenges raised by the National Academy of Engineering (Vest, 2008) .
address and traditional engineering curricula do not provide adequate competences to address them efficiently. Besides proposing an exemplary semester course on quantum information and computing to fill this gap, Garcia stimulates a change of perspective to motivate studies in this field, by taking into consideration the "potential applications of the engineering quantum marvels", rather than focusing only on the basic questions to answer.
The other two papers present complementary research outcomes that still contribute to the development of a trans-disciplinary design and process science. Specifically, Liang-Xing Su et al. discuss the concept of interface beyond the perspective of user interface. The ambitious goal of the authors is to build a theoretical framework for the design of a generalized interface suitable to address "the interactive relations among humans, artefacts, nature, and societies", thus aligned with the holistic perspective of the evolution of engineering design. As a first step, they propose a literature review of studies about interfaces in physics, computer science and industrial design. The discussion stemmed by this review will constitute the ground level for the further development of generalized interface design.
Jihoon Kim and co-authors, in the second research paper, dig the potential of crowdsourcing for designing complex engineering systems. This appears as a critical issue for addressing with adequate thinking resources the engineering challenges of the next future. While the expected advantages of crowdsourcing are well known in terms of enhanced creativity of collective thinking and reduced costs of large-scale outsourcing, less evident are the potential limitations when dealing with complex systems. In fact, in this case, crowdsourcing could bring to disconnected pieces of information, not necessarily adequate in quality and suffering of feasibility issues due to technical and social aspects of parcelled idea generation. The paper proposes a formal model, based on Actor Network Theory, to study the optimal characteristics of a crowdsourced design team. The case of Quirky.com illustrates the logic and the expected benefits of the model.
In line with the general aims and scopes of this journal, the Editorial board welcomes the submission of further papers that contribute to the development of a theoretical foundation and related methods and tools suitable to address 21 st Century Grand Challenges, and among the others, the specific questions approached in the papers of this issue.
